Hypotheses:
H1₀: There is no statistically significant relationship between adjustment issues and closeness of married Indian couples with adjustment issues.
H1₁: There is a statistically significant positive relationship between adjustment issues and closeness of married Indian couples with adjustment issues.
H2₀: There is no statistically significant relationship between adjustment levels and the frequency of daily activities done together by married Indian couples with adjustment issues.
H2₁: There is a statistically significant positive relationship between adjustment levels and frequency of daily activities done together by married Indian couples with adjustment issues.
H3₀: There is no statistically significant relationship between adjustment levels and the strength of partner’s influence on each other in married Indian couples with adjustment issues.
H3₁: There is a statistically significant positive relationship between adjustment levels and the strength of partner’s influence on each other in married Indian couples with adjustment issues.
H4₀: There is no statistically significant relation between adjustment level and the diversity of shared activities of married Indian couples with adjustment issues.
H4₁: There is a statistically significant positive relation between adjustment level and the diversity of shared activities of married Indian couples with adjustment issues.
H5₀: There is no statistically significant impact of marital intervention program on the closeness of married Indian couples with adjustment issues in marriage.
H5₁: There is a statistically significant positive impact of marital intervention program on the closeness of married Indian couples with adjustment issues in marriage.
H6₀: There is no statistically significant impact of marital intervention program on the adjustment levels of married Indian couples with adjustment issues in marriage.
H6₁: There is a statistically significant positive impact of marital intervention program on the adjustment levels of married Indian couples with adjustment issues in marriage.